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Abstract 
This research studies the perspective of Iran’s superior schools principals about using school brands in order to enter the 
competitive market of schools (schooling market). Research type in respect with method is qualitative. Through deep interview 
and challenging questions, 8 superior schools’ principals were questioned about the importance of brands in the competitive 
market of schooling. Findings of this research showed that principals paid too much attention to the brands of their schools as a 
privilege to distinct themselves in the competitive market of schooling, so that they can attract more students and gain more 
benefits.  
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1. Introduction 
 
We are now in the world of competition to gain more benefits. This could be a competition among organizations. 
Schools as social organizations have permanent interactions with one another. Without interaction their systems will 
be closed and faced with a phenomenon called entropy (systematic death). Education system in many countries is 
still centralized, and educational planning is made by politicians.  Centralized policies can be seen as evidence of the 
creation of a quasi-market in education and thus the normalization of corporate business models and the practice of 
entrepreneurialism in professional schools like Academies will be ignored (Green, 2009, p135). In Iran’s semi-
centralized education system, we can consider social organizations (schools) as semi-open systems.  In a quasi-
market, they can compete with their competitors in order to gain more benefits. However, they sometimes look for 
cooperation to reach better qualities.  
 
2. Market 
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Since long time ago when people exchanged goods for goods in order to survive, and later  when they regarded 
money as a means to estimate the prices, up to now that modern markets are shaped, markets have always had 
certain importance for people. We can say that market is any one of a variety of systems, institutions, procedures, 
social relations and infrastructures whereby parties engage in exchange (Wikipedia, 2011). 
 
If we divide markets in two groups of modern and traditional, we can see a lot of positive and negative points, in 
respect to jobs, incomes and etc. For instance, Somers argues that such narratives fail to recognize two facts about 
the modern labor market: there are not enough jobs to provide full employment, and the wage levels of unskilled 
work are not sufficient to sustain an average household (Turner, 2011, p448).  There are various types of markets 
and the discussion about them is in fact borderless. Thus, in this research we concentrate on markets only in respect 
of schooling markets. An example will clarify the issue: in Iran there is a huge market known as the great bazaar 
where you can find everything in a specific place. For instance, when you are looking for gold, you can find a street 
full of shops with their windows filled with your required goods in different shapes and models. These shops 
compete with one another according to their brands, their credits and the quality of their goods. Through costumers’ 
trust the market repeat occurs and they will return there again. For the repeat market image, quality and loyalty are 
the dimensions that should show the highest importance (Gartner and Ruzzier, 2010, p475). 
 
3. Brand: An instrument to achieve profitability in a competitive market 
 
A brand is a symbol and a means to differentiate one product from another. Brand can establish the status of the 
enterprise in the consumer’s mind. After the brand is established, it will not only retain long-term customers but also 
will attract the attention of potential customers, so brand is one of the key elements of the long-term success in 
competitive markets (Zeng & Ming, 2010, p1). The brand image has become a major challenge. It refers to 
consumers’ tendency, and influences consumers’ senses, attitudes, and consumers’ actions to expend in 
consequence. Good brand image will provide extra value of the products, and enhance consumers’ senses and 
loyalty as well (Hu and other, 2009, p89). As a core objective of market activities, cultivation, maintaining and 
enhancement of brand loyalty has been widely accepted, and its value for company is self-evident. With the 
development of brand communities, such as Apple Inc. (Lin and other, 2011, p489), operating in a consumption 
driven society, organizations are actively seeking ways to differentiate their brands by promoting an experience, 
rather than specific product attributes (Hollenbeck and other, 2008, p334). 
 
In all global markets, brands have specific importance. Business owners gain profit in competitive markets based 
on their own brands. For instance: The jeans’ prototype had been appeared since 1853. After the improvement in 
1873, the first jeans were created. During 1980s, as the blossom of Taiwan’s economy, the jeans instantly had a lot 
of people keep an eye on them and became very popular. They even attracted many brands to join the market of the 
jeans. Consequently, the differences of their attributes became very important (Hu and other, 2009, p89).  Brands 
like Nutella and Coca-Cola recognize that the support of the collective is garnered only when management 
acknowledges consumers’ rightful ownership and relinquishes brand control (Fournier and Avery, 2011, p195).  
 
4. Schooling market 
 
In most countries, governments have retained controls over the funding, curriculum and the licensing and 
remuneration of teachers, whilst also restricting the entry of new schools and the expansion or exit of existing 
schools (Adnett and other, 2002, p323). In fact in these countries governments interfere in education. The education 
system in these countries is semi-centralized or is inclined to be centralized. In order to increase the motivation and 
make the system dynamic, we need some reforms and must attempt to increase educational quality. We need to 
create a competitive environment which is a fundamental element in schools interaction. For example: every year in 
each educational district in Tehran, the best school is introduced and granted diploma of honors as a sign of 
appreciation. Reforms in many countries have attempted to increase the degree of competition in schooling markets. 
The partial implementation of market solutions has not always produced the uniform, system-wide rise in 
educational standards anticipated (Adnett and other, 2002, p323). 
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There are a lot of differences between public and private schools. Iran’s private schools are different from private 
schools in other countries. In some countries, private schools are free to enter the schooling market and regulations 
are lifted on curriculum and teacher labor market. In the years immediately following the reform, enrollments grew 
sharply in private schools, and declined in public schools (McEwan, 2000, p105). If public schools lose enrollments 
and revenues in the increasingly competitive schooling market, they may face pressures to improve student 
outcomes and reduce costs (McEwan, 2000, p107). But in Iran, private schools are still under government control. 
Schools seem to have more freedom in running the school and some other aspects because they earn their costs 
themselves, but they are still observed by Ministry of Education.  
 
Are schools really in a competitive market with one another?  Some believe that schooling market is a semi-
market, and some do not consider any differences between this market and other global markets. Researchers 
believe that there is no difference between schooling market and other global markets. The difference is in type of 
market, not in the concept of market. For instance, gold, clothing, and schooling markets are three different markets. 
But they are all markets and looking for more profit. Only the perspective has changed, not the main concept. The 
actual advantages of being a first-mover in a local schooling market are unlikely to be strong as any behavior to 
secure competitive advantage that can be copied (Davies and Coates, 2005, p117). Schooling market is of course an 
effective element in the future of countries’ human resources, because the main goal of education system is to 
develop capable students in a proper environment. Education has a “civilization” effect beyond its market effect 
(Buonanno and Leonida, 2009, p12). 
 
5. Research Questions 
  
What are schools truly looking for? Are school principals looking for more profit? If profit gaining is to guarantee 
their survival, to what extent their school brands (names) as superior schools have helped them reach this goal? 
 
 
6. Research Methodology 
 
Sample population consisted of eight superior school principals in district no. 3 of Tehran. Data collection tool 
included deep interviewing qualitative method. Probe Questions were categorized by Rubin & Irene (1995) followed 
by Rice and Ezzy (2001). There was a very remarkable reason for asking principals probe questions. Because the 
education system in Iran is centralized, the principals are usually worried about being monitored, interrogated or the 
leakage of secret school information. Therefore they avoid to be interviewed. Respecting this, the interviewer had to 
assure the principal of no problems during the interview and to prepare the interviewee to answer the questions 
properly.  
 
7. Findings 
  
Interview process (deep interviewing) was started by asking one question and it was preceded according to the 
interviewee’s answers. Questions and answers were then divided into 12 categories and to make the analysis easier, 
a code number to each question was assigned as following: 
Code 1: Year established. 
Code 2: What’s the parents’ view point on the school brand? 
Code 3: Is any student welcomed into your school?  
Code 4: What standards are considered to enroll a student?  
Code 5: What standard(s) do you apply more strictly for enrollment? 
Code 6: Have you ever faced student shortage? 
Code 7: Do you compete with your associates in the competitive market among schools? 
Code 8: Is having a rank among other schools important for you?  
Code 9: Students’ view point on school brand?  
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Code 10: Are students interested in spending next stages in your school?  
Code 11: On what basis is the tuition fee determined? 
Code 12:  To what extent the tuition fee can be variable? 
 
 
Table 1- Implementing interviews with superior principals of district no.3 of Tehran 
Code Principal No. 1 Principal No. 2 Principal No. 3 Principal No. 4 
1 1968 1966 1996 2008 
2 Positive, they 
remember it as a 
capable and acceptable 
school. 
They pay more 
attention to the 
content rather than 
brand. 
They have a positive 
attitude.  
They care about school’s 
credibility. 
3 No. Evaluation is 
required. 
No. Evaluation is 
required. 
No. Enrollment is with 
respect to the standards. 
No 
4 1.Reference  
2. Acceptable 
education History. 
3.Family 
 
1. Reference 
2.Acceptable 
education History. 
3.Family 
 
1. Testing general 
knowledge.  And IQ.  
2. Math exam. 
3. Parents’ selection. 
1. Entrance exam.  
2. IQ test. 
3. It’s necessary to have 
a reference.  
4. Ethical review. 
5 Family Family IQ and math test Ethics  
6 No. No. The school’s output is 
determined and we just 
replace students. 
No. 
7 No, we don’t have to. Yes, unconsciously 
we are influenced by 
social competitions.  
Sure, we interact with other 
schools. 
No, there’s no 
competition. 
8 No, we willingly don’t 
desire it.  
We don’t like 
competition. 
Yes. Yes, it’s very important. 
9 Positive Positive Positive Positive 
10 Yes Yes Yes Yes 
11 Legislation of 
education ministry. 
Legislation of 
education ministry 
Legislation of the 
government 
Because of extra classes 
and teachings it’s higher. 
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Table1. continues 
 
 
     Code 1: As it can be seen from code 1 most of the schools are more than 30 years old. Maybe one of the 
indicators of credibility and popularity is the age. When a brand enters the market it must satisfy the customers, 
12 It varies depending on 
the family’s financial 
status. 
The base is the 
legislation of 
education ministry, 
above that will be the 
families’ aid to the 
school. 
No change. The legislation 
is respected. 
As far as it makes sense. 
Code Principal No. 5 Principal No. 6 Principal No. 7 Principal No. 8 
1 2004 1971 1938 1971 
2 The name doesn’t 
matter, the history does! 
It’s very effective. From 
parents’ view a brand is not 
formed easily and hard work 
is needed to keep it. 
Positive To them, what we do is 
important, not the 
name of school. 
3 Without selection, no. No No. Not before we 
evaluate them. 
No. Enrollment is with 
respect to the tests and 
evaluation. 
4 1. Family 
selection 
2. Student’s 
behavior 
1. Selection based on 
family. 
2. Grades. 
3. Various tests. 
1. Grades 1. Grades 
2. The test we 
take. 
 
5 Family selection All the above Good grades The tests we take 
6 No No, never. No, but the classes are 
generally not crowded. 
No 
7 Not competition, but 
cooperation and 
interaction. 
Yes, sure, is it possible to 
avoid competition? 
Not competition but 
interaction. 
No, we have no 
competition with 
anyone. 
8 Yes. Very much. It’s not essential, but it’s 
important. 
To some extent I can’t say it’s not 
important, but not that 
much. 
9 Yes. They accept their school and 
find interest in it. 
Positive positive 
10 Yes. Yes. Yes. Very much. Yes. 
11 Government legislation Government legislation The school is 
independent, so the fee 
depends on our 
expenses. 
Government legislation 
12 If the parents are willing 
they will donate. 
As much as it’s acceptable. Depends on the extra 
programs we hold. 
We don’t change it. If 
the family is willing, 
they’ll donate.  
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actually costumer orientation, customer satisfaction and staying in market leads to credibility of a brand. As a result 
we see that the age and history is an indicator of credibility for schools.  
Code 2: Most principals believe that parents have positive attitudes towards their school brand.  This means, 
enrolling their students, they have noticed the school brand, the first thing before stepping into school and talking 
with the academic staff.  But among them some schools mentioned quality and age (history) of the school. As a 
result considering all the principals’ opinions it can be said that school brand is important from the parents’ point of 
view.  
Code 3: All the principals agree that students cannot enter the school without meeting the standards they have in 
mind. In other words the students’ requirement to enter the school is meeting the standards that the school defines 
for its students.  
Code 4:  School principals concentrate on standards which are considered as values for the school, and can 
differentiate the students with them, and choose the appropriate student for the school. To summarize principal’s 
opinions we can say that indicators like: reference, acceptable education history, and family, ethics reviews, holding 
entrance exams and previous grades are import indicators. That count when enrolling a student.  
Code 5: Principals asked about the most highly emphasized criteria to enroll students into their school, gave 
various answers. But their main concerns were family and tests.  
Code 6:  All principals stated that they had never faced student shortage. This is an interesting fact. Because if the 
demand is high enough so that principals never face student shortage, it can be understood that schools have no 
problem to attract students, then they don’t have to compete among each other. Because the demand is higher than 
supply, principals can make choices.  
Codes 7 and 8: Most schools noted a lack of competition among each other. This seems to be of concealed 
concepts of this interview. As mentioned previously schools are open systems, which always are influenced by the 
environment and also vice versa. Though the interviewer, through various questions, was trying to find out why the 
interviewees quickly and firmly state that they don’t have any competition and interaction with one another, the 
principals answered every time that they were only concerned about themselves and other schools were none of their 
business. Principals’ answers to the question code 8 which mentions the importance of high rank between schools 
showed that for those who claim they do not need competition, having a good rank is either important or at least 
notable. In Iran’s central education system that even private schools are under supervision, how can one school 
avoid competition and interaction with other schools? Competition is one of the concealed facts that most of district 
no 3 superior schools’ principals avoid talking about it. Maybe one of their reasons is their independence. But this 
cannot be true. Considering that principals are supposed to gather once a week at the main office, and discuss 
various subjects, we can claim that these meetings by themselves create interaction and as a result healthy 
competition among schools. 
Code 9: From principals’ point of view all students have a positive attitude toward their school brand.   
Code 10: From principals’ stand students are interested in continuing their next education stages in their current 
school.  
Cod 11 and 12: Education ministry sends legislation to all schools, including elementary schools, stating the 
allowed tuition fee every year. Some elementary schools charge the allowed amount and others charge more because 
of providing peripheral services, supplementary classes, language learning classes, and etc.  
 
8. Discussion and conclusion 
 
     Since long time ago human needs have always been the reason to establish different organizations. An 
organization is an independent institution that can be established for non-profit or profitable purposes. Organizations 
have specific missions or purposes, and in order to survive they depend on other organizations. They have an 
independent administration board, are made of different parts, and have a physical and rational structure. This 
organization with all its various features purposes and missions if fails to gain profit through interaction with the 
environment, will face entropy. Therefore it needs to enter the competitive market. Schools as educational 
organizations have a mission to educate students. To what extent such an organization with this critical mission 
enter the competitive market? And to what extent the school brand as a distinguishing indicator can help it achieve 
this goal? These are the questions that were studied in this research. Schools are either private or public in Iran. 
Their main differences include government’s financial support and the tuition fee they charge students. In private 
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schools principals decide about using experienced teachers, extra programs, and generally all activities that are 
beyond studying text books. Therefore private schools are more desired, because these schools are independent and 
they enter the competitive market through the tuition they received from students. Through interview we came to 
following conclusions: 
 
    1. School age (or history) can be one of the credibility indicators. 
    2. Parents care about school brands.  
3. Schools have criteria to enroll students and unqualified students cannot enter the school. 
4. Student population is high and principals decide who to enroll, in other words they choose their customers. 
Maybe from this stand, market of schools (schooling markets) can be considered a quasi-market.  
5. Schools are open systems. Though interaction and competition with other schools is not at the top of their 
priorities, but it is important.  
6. Students develop an interest in their school, and most of them like to continue their education at the same 
school.  
7. The tuition fee is determined by Ministry of Education in Iran, but according to the peripheral programs that 
schools hold the fee may rise.  
8. School brand is one of recognition and profit making indicators in the schooling market.  
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